
Newton Elementary Lesson Plan Template

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Standard & Aspect
of Rigor
Use this document for
guidance

3.7B 3.7DE 3.6E 3.3H 3.3A

TEKS: Determine the
perimeter of a
polygon or a missing
length when given
perimeter and
remaining side
lengths in problems

(7D) Determine
when it’s
appropriate to use
measurements of
liquid volume
(capacity) or weight

(7E) determine liquid
volume or weight
using appropriate
units and tools

7(B) Determine the
perimeter of a
polygon or a missing
length when given
perimeter and
remaining side
lengths in problems

Decompose two
congruent 2D figures
into parts with equal
areas and express
the area of each part
as a fraction of the
whole and recognize
that equal shares of
identical wholes
need not to have the
same size

Compare two
fractions having the
same numerator or
denominator in
problems by
reasoning about
their sizes and
justifying the
conclusion using
symbols, words,
objects, and pictorial
models

Represent fractions
greater than 0 and
less than 1 on a
number line

Objective I can use a ruler to
measure the sides of
a figure and find the
perimeter.

Assessment
Test 11

I can recognize that
equal parts of an
identical rectangle
can have different

I can compare unit
fractions by
reasoning about
their size using

I can place fractions
on a number line
with endpoints 0
and 1.
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shapes. fractions strips or
different sized
models representing
the same whole.

Bell Work Eureka Sprint Page 1)Model
Multiplicative
Comparisons

2)Write the
Fractional Unit

Eureka Sprint Count by Fractional
Units

Learning Activities
(Know & Do of the
lesson)

KNOW: (Provide
specificity in definitions,
connections, and/or facts
that students must be
able to recall)

DO: (What are the verbs
that students will engage
in? When will they engage
in the full demand of the
standard?)

Click here for support and
use grade level field
guides.

Know:
Perimeter
Inch
Centimeter

Do:
GoMath 17.2
Find Perimeter

Page 551-552

Students will use
rulers (STAAR
Reference Material)
to measure side
lengths of polygons
and then find the
perimeter.

553-554 Will be

Know: congruent -
same shape and size
Partition
Divide
decompose
Identical
area

Do:
Module 5 Lesson 5

Begin with
application problem

Follow with Concept
Development
Part 1, 2, and 3

Students will finish
the Eureka lesson
Problem Set

Know:
Unit fraction - has a
numerator of 1
shows one part of
the whole
Numerator - top
number of a fraction
tells the number of
parts
Denominator -
bottom number of a
fraction tells the
number of parts in a
whole
Equivalent - equal in
value or amount

Do:
Module 5 Lesson 11
and 12
Begin with the
Lesson 11 Application

Know:
Unit fraction - has a
numerator of 1
shows one part of
the whole
Numerator - top
number of a fraction
tells the number of
parts
Denominator -
bottom number of a
fraction tells the
number of parts in a
whole

Number line

Do:
Module 5 Lesson 15
& 16
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independent
practice.

independently for 10
mins (questions 3
and 4)

Finish with Exit
Ticket and then pull
small groups.

problem.

Follow  with the
Lesson 11  Concept
Development

Move to lesson 12
Concept
Development

Independent
practice: Lesson 12
Problem Set

Begin with Lesson 15
Application Problem
Use fraction strips
for Lesson 15
concept
development. Have
students order
them. Use relevant
discussion questions
from part 2 and then
move to part 3.

Follow  with the
Lesson 16  Concept
Development

Independent
practice: Lesson 16
Problem Set

Turn and Talk What is a tool that
can be used to
measure perimeter?

If you split two
congruent
rectangles in half,
will the halves
always be the same
shape?

When might you
need to measure
weight or mass?

How does the
number bond relate
to the number line?

Vocabulary Perimeter
Inch
Centimeter

Number line
Elapsed time
Time interval
Minute
Second
time

congruent - same
shape and size
Partition
Divide
decompose
Identical (figures)

Unit fraction - has a
numerator of 1
shows one part of
the whole
Numerator - top
number of a fraction

Unit fraction - has a
numerator of 1
shows one part of
the whole
Numerator - top
number of a fraction
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area tells the number of
parts
Denominator -
bottom number of a
fraction tells the
number of parts in a
whole
Equivalent - equal in
value or amount

tells the number of
parts
Denominator -
bottom number of a
fraction tells the
number of parts in a
whole
Equivalent - equal in
value or amount

Essential Questions
● Aligned to

the aspect of
rigor

● Include
vocabulary
words

How can you
measure perimeter?

When might you
need to measure
and find perimeter in
real life?

If you split two
congruent
rectangles in half,
will the halves
always be the same
shape?

What are congruent
figures?

How does the
number bond relate
to the number line?

How do the number
bond and number
line with fractions
relate to the number
bond and number
line with whole
numbers?

Lesson Closure Debrief With
students about
independent
practice.

Debrief with
students about the
Eureka Problem Set.

Debrief with
students about their
independent
practice problems.

Debrief with
students about their
independent
practice problems.

Link to Exit ticket
and student
problem set

Texas Test Prep
question from
GoMath (#13 from
554)

Eureka Module 5
Lesson 5 Exit Ticket

Eureka Lesson 12
Exit Ticket

Eureka Lesson 16
Exit Ticket
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Homework Problem Set 55 Problem Set 56 Problem Set 57
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